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Abstract:  The significance intension of the system development to developed a device which can convert text to its equivalent sign codes. 

In this system we are going to used American Sign gestures. In this we are using gestures of 26 English alphabet and 10 numerals .These 

gestures are single handed. Gestures can be formed by using various hand movements.  This project approaches to static sign codes. It uses 

dataset to design system. It is also able to provide security as we are going to use sudo codes. It continuously converts text to sign code by 

using static dataset. This system is useful for hard of hearing person as well as there relatives by using it they are able to communicate.  
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Introduction 
 

 Gesture based communication that means sign language is 

used for communication between normal individuals and hard 

of hearing individual. Sign language is a visual language that is 

utilized by challenged people. as their primary language. There 

are total 240 sign languages used in the world. Sign language 

is kind of language that uses hand development and is 

nonverbal communication. Sign language is generally used by 

population who are hard of hearing and individuals who can 

hear yet can't talk. In sign language every gestures has some 

meaning.  It is seen that as per impaired populace in India 

according to enumeration 2011. In India out of 121 Cr 

population , 2.68Cr individual are incapacitated which is 

2.21% of all out population. Sign language is the basic 

medium for deaf and dumb people is the “Sign Language”. 

Hard of hearing people need to communicate with normal 

people for their daily routine. There are some difficulties when 

they come across in certain areas like banking, hospital. These 

people lack the amenities which a normal person should own. 

Fig. 1 shows a survey analysis. This decreasing ratio of 

Literate and Employed Deaf and Dumb population is a result 

of the physical disability of hearing for deaf people and 

disability of speaking for dumb people so it yields to lack of 

communication between normal person and Deaf and Dumb 

Person. It actually becomes the same problem of two persons 

which knows two different language, no one of them knows 

any common language so its becomes a problem to talk with 

each other and so they requires a translator physically which 

may not be always convenient to arrange and this same kind of 

problem occurs in between the Normal Person and the Deaf 

person or the Normal Person and the Dumb person. To 

overcome this problem, we introduce a unique convertor which 

will overcome this problem. 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Employment analysis of deaf and dumb population 

of India 

 

 

                      Sign language is only the way of communication 

for deaf sign user. With the help of advanced science and 

technology many techniques are developed by the researcher 

to make the hard of hearing individuals convey very fluidly. 

Gesture based communications are the fundamental methods 

for correspondence between hearing impeded individuals.  

 We usually utilize American Sign Language (ASL).  

Communication via gestures, find most productive gadget for 

those individuals.  Communications through signing 

everywhere throughout the world utilize both static and 

dynamic motions.. Gesture based communication is a language 

which rather than voice or sound examples utilizes manual 

correspondence and non-verbal communication to pass on the 

significance. This includes for the most part the blend of 

shapes, introduction and development of the hands. Gesture 

based communication isn't just utilized by hard of hearing yet 

additionally who can hear, yet can't physically talk.  

All India Federation of the Deaf gauges around 4 million hard 

of hearing individuals and in excess of 10 million individuals 

have hearing issue in India. Studies state that, one out of each 
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five hard of hearing individuals on the planet is an Indian. Out 

of those, more than 1.5 million hard of hearing individuals in 

India utilize Indian Sign Language (ISL) as a method of 

correspondence. ISL isn't just utilized by the hard of hearing 

individuals yet in addition by the conference guardians of the 

hard of hearing youngsters, the consultation offspring of hard 

of hearing grown-ups and hearing hard of hearing teachers.  

 

 It is useful to develop a application hardware as well 

as software for automatic translation of text to sign 

language. 

 India is second most populous country in world and 

hearing loss is the third leading chronic disability 

found in India. 

 

Literature Survey: 

Overview of Existing System 

The under mentioned research reviews are related to my 

research topic but my research topic is specifically deferent in 

view that it works in real time “higher mathematics” sign 

gesture to speech and text conversion.  

 

Amit Kumar Shinde in his on the investigation of gesture 

based communication to content and the other way around 

redesign utilizing PC vision in Marathi Sign language 

acknowledgment is a standout amongst the most developing 

fields of research today and it is the most regular method for 

correspondence for the general population with hearing issues. 

A hand signal acknowledgment framework can give a chance 

to hard of hearing people to speak with vocal individuals 

without the need of a translator or middle of the road. The 

framework is worked for the programmed acknowledgment of 

Marathi gesture based communication.  

  Giving instructing classes to the reason for preparing the hard 

of hearing sign client in Marathi, The framework can prepare 

new client who is ignorant of the gesture based communication 

and the preparation will be given through disconnected mode. 

In which client can learn gesture based communication with 

the assistance of database containing predefined gesture based 

communication letters in order just as words. A substantial 

arrangement of tests has been utilized in proposed framework 

to perceive detached words from the standard Marathi gesture 

based communication which are taken utilizing camera. The 

framework contains forty-six Marathi gesture based 

communication letter sets and around 500 expressions of 

communication via gestures are taken. Considering all the 

communication via gestures letter sets and words, the database 

contains 1000 diverse signal pictures. The proposed 

framework means to perceive some essential components of 

gesture based communication and to make an interpretation of 

them to content.  

 

Neha Poddar, Shrushti Rao, Shruti Sawant, Vrushali 

Somavanshi, Prof. Sumita Chandak as examined on the 

Study of Sign Language Translation utilizing Gesture 

Recognition that is Communication is a vital piece of human 

life. Be that as it may, for individuals who are quiet and 

hearing weakened, correspondence is a test. To comprehend 

them, one needs to either become familiar with their language 

for example communication via gestures or finger language. 

The framework proposed in this undertaking goes for handling 

this issue to some degree. In this paper, the inspiration was to 

make an item following application to associate with the PC, 

and build up a virtual human PC collaboration gadget. The 

inspiration driving this framework is two-overlay. It has two 

methods of activity: Teach and Learn.  

Shweta Doura, Dr . M.M.Sharmab in this report consider the 

Recognition of Alphabets of Indian Sign Language by Sugeno 

type Fuzzy Neural Network paper present that Sign Language 

Recognition has advanced as a vital territory of research in the 

previous couple of years. Gesture based communication can be 

characterized as the language of the not too sharp individuals 

by which they can express their musings. Such individuals are 

not ready to utilize acoustic methods to communicate; rather 

they pass on message by making utilization of the Sign 

Language. In this way Sign language is a methods produced 

for the hard of hearing and unable to speak society by which 

they can outwardly transmit distinctive sign examples to pass 

on their message by joining at the same time hand shapes, 

development of hands and introduction of hands which are 

additionally now and again connected with the outward 

appearances.  

Neha V. Tavari, A. V. Deorankar, Dr. P. N. Chatur in his 

report we think about A Review of Literature on Hand Gesture 

Recognition for Indian Sign Language paper present that Sign 

language is the language of correspondence for almost totally 

senseless individuals. A large portion of these physically 

debilitated networks are subject to communication via gestures 

interpreters to express their considerations to rest of the world. 

This causes disengagement of these individuals in the public 

eye. Consequently, Sign Language Recognition is a standout 

amongst the most developing fields of research today, which in 

reality is made out of different signals shaped by physical 

development of body parts for example hand, arms or outward 

appearances. Signals are considered as the most common 

expressive path for interchanges among human and PCs in 

virtual framework. Hand motion is a strategy for non-verbal 

correspondence for individuals for its more liberated 

articulations considerably more other than body parts. Hand 

signal acknowledgment has more noteworthy significance in 

planning an effective human PC cooperation framework. In 

this paper a study on different hand signal acknowledgment 

approaches is given.  

Beena M.V., Very couple of individuals comprehend gesture 

based communication. Increasingly finished, in opposition to 

prevalent thinking, it's anything but a universal language. 

Clearly, this further muddles correspondence between the hard 

of hearing network and the conference larger part. The option 

of composed correspondence is lumbering, on the grounds that 

the hard of hearing network is commonly less gifted recorded 

as a hard copy an expressed language. For instance, when a 

mishap happens, usually important to discuss rapidly with the  

crisis doctor where composed correspondence isn't constantly 

conceivable. The reason for this work is to contribute 

perceiving American gesture based communications to the 

field of programmed communication via gestures 

acknowledgment with greatest proficiency. This paper centers 

around the acknowledgment of static signals of ASL which are 

gathered from Kinect sensor. The most difficult part in the 

structure of a programmed communication through signing 

interpreter is the plan of a decent classifier that can 

characterize the information static motions with high 

exactness. In the proposed framework, plan of classifier for 

communications via gestures acknowledgment utilizes CNN 
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design from kinect Depth pictures. The framework prepared 

CNNs for the grouping of 24 letters in order and 0-9 numbers 

utilizing 33000 pictures. The framework has prepared the 

classifier with various parameter setups and organized the 

outcomes. Contrasted with past writing the proposed work 

achieved an effectiveness of 94.6774% for our classifier. In 

like manner made a fundamental java GUI application to test 

our classifier, We have organized our framework to be light 

weight so it will in general be joined viably with embedded 

contraptions having confined resources. The result shows that 

accuracy improves as we join more data from different 

subjects in the midst of getting ready.  

Trades between almost deaf calm and a conventional 

individual have constantly been a trying task. The target of this 

assignment is to reduce the limit of correspondence by adding 

to the field of customized signal based correspondence 

affirmation. Through this work, a CNN classifier is assembled 

which is fit for seeing static correspondence by means of 

motions signals. A basic GUI application is made to test our 

classifier in this system.. The application empowers customers 

to pick the static sign flags as data and it will stand up the 

words or sentences identifying with the movement. We have 

arranged our model for 33 pictures which fuse letter sets and 

numbers. We could achieve a precision of 94.6774% for our 

CNN classifier.  

Mr. K. Manikandan, The hand signals are one of the ordinary 

procedures used in correspondence by means of motions. 

Normally troublesome for the gathering debilitated people to 

talk with the world. This endeavor shows an answer that won't 

simply therefore see the hand flags yet will in like manner 

change over it into talk and substance yield so debilitated 

individual can without quite a bit of a stretch talk with 

commonplace people. The structure involves a camera added 

to a PC that will take pictures of hand signals, Contour 

highlight extraction is utilized to perceive the hand motions of 

the individual. In light of the perceived hand signals, the 

recorded soundtrack will be played.  

The commonsense adaption of the interface answer for 

outwardly disabled and visually impaired individuals is 

restricted by effortlessness and ease of use in handy situations. 

As a simple and down to earth approach to accomplish human-

PC collaboration, in this arrangement hand motion to discourse 

and content transformation has been utilized to encourage the 

decrease of equipment segments.  

Supriya Pawar, Our venture for the most part delivers to 

encourage hard of hearing and unable to speak individual's 

way of life. Moronic and hard of hearing individuals speak 

with everyday citizens all through the world utilizing hand 

motions. In any case, average folks face trouble in 

understanding the signal language. To conquer this constant 

issues framework is created. This is an easy to understand, 

financially savvy framework which lessens correspondence 

hole among imbecilic and hard of hearing with conventional 

individuals. The proposed framework catches a hand signal 

utilizing camera. Picture preparing of caught signal is finished. 

The proposed framework having four modules, for example, 

pre-handling and hand division, highlight extraction, sign 

acknowledgment and sign to content and voice transformation. 

Division is finished by utilizing foundation subtraction 

calculation, Finding shape territory, curved frame, structure 

zone, strength. Likewise discover the point between two 

fingers and perspective proportion of hand, Finding the 

deformities of hand utilizing arched structure. Intensified 

sound comparing to each prepared signal is the last yield.  

This task means to build up a valuable apparatus that utilizes 

motion acknowledgment for diminishing the correspondence 

obstruction between the hard of hearing and unable to speak 

network and the ordinary individuals. This venture was 

intended to be a model for checking the practicality of 

perceiving motions utilizing picture preparing. Utilizing the 

structured task it is conceivable to change over hand motions 

into discourse which can be seen effectively by ordinary 

individuals. The possibility of the proposed framework has 

more prominent conceivable outcomes of future extensions. 

On the off chance that all the more programming rationale is 

presented, increasingly number of motions could be fused. It 

could be formed into a multilingual discourse empower 

framework. Additionally our framework ON/OFF the home 

gadgets through the hand signal, for example, LED and Fan. 

From this motion (sign) our framework tells the importance 

through the sound yield.  

Taner Arsan, The point of this paper is to plan an 

advantageous framework that is useful for the general 

population who have hearing troubles and as a rule who utilize 

basic and successful strategy; communication via gestures. 

This framework can be utilized for changing over gesture 

based communication to voice and furthermore voice to 

gesture based communication. A movement catch framework 

is utilized for communication through signing transformation 

and a voice acknowledgment framework for voice change. It 

catches the signs and manages on the screen as composing. It 

additionally catches the voice and shows the communication 

through signing importance on the screen as motioned picture 

or video.  

This paper is about a framework can bolster the 

correspondence among hard of hearing and conventional 

individuals. The point of the investigation is to give a total 

discourse without knowing gesture based communication. The 

program has two sections. Right off the bat, the voice 

acknowledgment part utilizes discourse preparing strategies. It 

takes the acoustic voice flag and changes over it to an 

advanced flag in PC and after that show to the client the .gif 

pictures as result. Besides, the movement acknowledgment 

part utilizes picture handling techniques. It utilizes Microsoft 

Kinect sensor and after that provide for the client the result as 

voice.  

 

Sanil Jain, This venture goes for recognizing letter sets in 

Indian Sign Language from the comparing signals. Motion 

acknowledgment and communication through signing 

acknowledgment has been a very much investigated point for 

American Sign Language (ASL), however few research works 

have been distributed with respect to Indian Sign Language 

(ISL). Be that as it may, rather than utilizing top of the line 

innovation like gloves or kinect, we expect to take care of this 

issue utilizing best in class PC vision and machine learning 

algorithm. 

Although there was some work done cloister on ISL, they 

created the preparation and test dataset from a similar 

individual which lead to higher correctness’s. We completed 

four overlap cross approval by utilizing the pictures of 3 

understudies for preparing and testing the model on fourth 

understudy which gave lower yet increasingly sensible 

correctness’s. A few pictures in the dataset were taken in 

terrible light which gave uproarious pictures while picture 
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division. A superior dataset would have helped in discovering 

progressively exact highlights and would have brought about 

higher correctness’s. Transferring the Dataset We will be 

before long transferring the dataset we have gathered on a case 

server with the goal that it tends to be utilized by some other 

gathering in the event that they choose to take a shot at a 

similar issue. We trust that in future we or another person can 

add to this dataset and the issue of lacking dataset issue can be 

settled. Measured quality Our present way to deal with take 

care of this issue can be isolated into four phases as appeared.. 

The measured quality in the methodology energizes the way 

that we can work exclusively on every one of the modules to 

improve their individual execution, and hence a module can 

generally be supplanted by a superior module to improve the 

general precision of the chain. 

Anita S. Walde , The significant intension of this paper is to 

review same important issues related to deaf people. These 

include sign Language in India, Research work carried out in 

last twenty years and a brief comparison of major steps 

associated with the sign language recognition system. The 

survey examine vision based sign language recognition 

systems in terms of i)Segmentation, ii)Feature extraction 

technique, iii) classifier/recognition techniques, iv) Accuracy 

achieved and v) sign language considered, and glove based 

sign language recognition system. This paper also highlights 

on strengths and limitations of sign language learning 

packages.    

 

 

 

System Design 

 
 

We proposed a calculation for making an interpretation of 

English composed content to fingerspell as per American Sign 

Language Manual Alphabet figure above. We develop a little 

lexicon that containing 26 letters of English letters in order 

with pictures that speak to the manual letters in order of 

American Sign Language, to such an extent that for each letter 

we spared the comparing picture. In the wake of perusing an 

English composed content from a content record we 

preprocessed the content and afterward looked through the 

lexicon to locate the relating picture for each letter and spared 

these pictures in a single picture document that each line in the 

yield record speaks to the interpretation for single word from 

the read content. The whole yield picture speaks to the 

interpretation for the whole information content document  

 
 

Figure 2   Text to sign language converter 

 

Flow chart 

 

  
 

                 

             Figure 3 Flow chart of proposed system  

 

The Proposed Algorithm Finger spelling  

Step (0): Initialization:  

a. Initialize Data Dictionary that contains for each letters and 

numerals its corresponding ASL image.  

b. Initialize Input Text file that contains the input written 

English text.  

Step (1): read the input written text file.  

Step (2): preprocess the read text:  

 Enter text that is alphabet in single code.                                

Step (3): For each letter do  

Search the dictionary to find the ASL image that     

corresponds to the letter.  

Step (4): Display the images:  

a. Display the images for all Alphabets.  

b. Display images for different alphabets.  

Step (5): Saving the output file: Concatenate all images to be 

saved on one picture file where each line in the file explains 

one word in the text.  

Step (6): End. 
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Results 
 

               Output images recognized at the HDMI display for 

alphabet ‘A’ and numeral ‘3’. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 4: Output gesture recognized for alphabet ‘A’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Output gesture recognized for Numeral ‘3’ 

 

 
Conclusion 

 

Sign language is one of the useful tools to ease the 

communication between the deaf and mute communities and 

normal society. Though sign language can be implemented to 

communicate, the target person must have an idea of the sign 

language which is not possible always. Hence our project 

lowers such barriers This project was meant to be a prototype 

to check the feasibility of recognizing sign language. With this 

project, normal people can communities with deaf or dumb 

using sign language and the text will be converted to images. 

The proposed system has successfully interpreted 26 alphabets, 

9 digits.  

Hence this project is an attempt to make it easy to understand 

the actions of the dumb people by getting the output in the 

form of images and video. This project displays the equivalent 

symbols for alphabets as the output according to Raspberry pi 

Board makes this system compact and easily portable. It is 

easy to handle and makes us understand the hand gestures of 

the dumb people. 
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